Smart Hybrid Home Power Systems are interested in studying power issues for isolated customers who have an off-grid power connection. The establishment of independent hybrid power systems has seen as a method of improving energy security. Our main goal is to ensure that energy is produced efficiently. To accomplish this objective, we have suggested a detailed simulation system in which the solar energy factor is considered as the main source. The system also incorporates energy storage devices to ensure safe energy distribution and recovery (Fuel Cell/Ultra-Capacitor). An Intelligent Energy Management System is developed and discussed to ensure that the system operates properly using a precise multi-agent system. The recommended power management system is designed to identify Multi-Agent tasks and to understand possible scenarios by the energy characteristics and energy demands. The reached results proved that the proposed system reaches the goals defined for Intelligent Energy Management System about an experimental database extracted from Tunisian climate services using Matlab/Simulink Software.
I. INTRODUCTION
Conventional fuels such as gasoline, oil, gas, and coal are running out quickly and act a significant issue to the environment. Renewable energy sources, include solar energy, tide, wind turbines, and so on, have considered as potential resources to address these issues [1] . Among applications such as industrial applications (low power applications) and research laboratories, solar energy is used frequently among these sources. However, during critical periods, solar energy becomes unable to provide reliable electricity [2] . To solve energy demand issues, several methods and techniques have been applied. For example, to determine the energy demand during the peak periods like at night, a PV þ CHP hybrid system without energy storage was developed. The obtained results prove that the proposed system reliability of proposed design that enable high utilization rates of both solar power and CHP-generated heat [3] . To ensure the electricity production without interruption, a renewable The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Nishant Unnikrishnan.
hybrid power system was designed. The presented system includes two kinds of energy storage devices (Hydrogen tank and Ultra-Capacitor storage unit). The reliability and the effectiveness of the proposed system have been tested using Matlab/Simulink environment software [4] .
In this context, it seems essential to use a storage system for a permanent power supply. To solve this problem, several alternative energy storage sources (such as the fuel cell, the ultra-capacitor, the electrolyte and the hydrogen storage tank) have been integrated into the solar system [5] . Renewable energy technology coupled with seawater reverse osmosis desalination (SWRO) units has been installed in remote areas. The installed system uses hybrid capacitors and short-term hydropower storage to meet the demand for energy during critical periods. To enable efficient operation of the desalination system under various conditions, a decentralized multi-agent energy management system (MAD-EMS) was designed and implemented using a Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCM) ) [6] . A single-phase network coupled with a hybrid power system (photovoltaic / fuel cell) has been developed to supply an AC load (pure sine wave). VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
To control the single-phase front-end UPS and manage energy demand, a real-time intelligent energy management system (RT-IPMS) has been implemented [7] . A Renewable hybrid energy design has been developed using a hybrid storage system (HESS) for remote areas. The proposed system combines a battery and a Super-Capacitor unit. The battery unit was used as long-term energy storage. Well, a supercapacitor was included for a short time allowing for fast dynamic power regulation. The proposed configuration has been tested and verified both by theoretical analysis and numerical simulation [8] . To sustain the required energy and solve the energy storage issues, a Renewable Hybrid (Photovoltaic/ Fuel Cell) energy system was developed.
To control the energy demand and the power fluctuations during critical periods, an energy storage unit (Hydrogen Tank) was inserted. The obtained results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed design using MATLAB/Simulink and Sim-Power-Systems software [9] .
To control a residential load, the residential hybrid renewable energy system (RES) incorporates solar photovoltaic energy, fuel cell stack, battery, and ultra-capacitors using a multi-winding magnetic link. It can operates in multiple connected grids and off-Grid modes of operation. An energy management unit comprising an optimization step based on an offline dynamic programming and a real-time rule-based controller is adapted to optimally control the power flow in the system according to the energy supplied. Energy management defines the continuous operating mode of the operating system according to the control objectives, the energy management scenario, the cost as well as the energy availability and load demand [10] . After that, the received data was sent to a real-time data processor for fuel cell measurement and load capacity, SOC battery/Ultra-Capacity forecasting, and MPPT deployment. The profiles of energy consumption and photovoltaic energy production are evaluated based on data and documented information from the control panel of the overall distribution energy.
In this vein, Off-Grid Renewable hybrid Renewable system (solar, wind Turbine, etc.) were selected as an efficient resources to solve the energy crisis during the peak periods. Solar power has considered a promising candidate for industrial applications [11] . Indeed, with several industrial projects, this renewable energy source has been widely installed. The latter remains surrounded by several disadvantages, even in its interest, the most important being its inability to fed the required energy (such as at night) [12] . Various alternative energy sources and storage technology are included in the treatment of current energy problems such as fuel cell, electrolyte, Super-Capacitor, and hydrogen storage tank. Some renewable energy has been used by industries to power households to provide the required energy. Many researchers and manufacturers are making the hybrid power system more practical for real-time applications. It has automatically benefited from the use of solar energy from households or isolated areas with the necessary resources. Hybrid power systems (HPS) based on renewable energy sources (RES) are now being introduced as environmentally friendly solutions worldwide to fulfill increased energy demand [13] . Instead of a diesel generator [14] , the Proton Exchange Membrane Storage Cell (PEMFC) has used frequently as a backup energy source [15] , with or without an electrolyzer (ELZ) to supply hydrogen from excess energy exceeding the load demand. An Off-Grid-Hybrid-Renewable-Energy-System (OGHRES) was developed. The system components have modified and reduced for installation costs. A combination between an OGHRES and PEMFC has proposed to give the needed energy for an isolated area [16] . In [17] , an OGHRES uses a Fuel Cell system as a backup source. An OGHRES has connected directly to a local utility point, the obtained results indicate that the given system can perform greater performance than a WT-free system [18] . Whereas, a combination of an efficient OGHRES with solar energy and hydrogen to supply home load demand was described in [19] . An optimal sizing OGHRES (WT/ Solar/FC) system has implemented to minimize annual energy demand. The simulation results show the cost for each device based on the energy supply/demand [20] . An OGHRES including a battery as auxiliary storage has analyzed in [21] . In addition, an appropriate power conditioning parts have been created to control the modes of operation. A Grid-connected system using an electrolyzer was proposed. The presented system aimed to study the system performance and to analyze the collected data under different operating conditions [22] . The electrolyze (ELZ) has been considered as a critical system that tends to split water into hydrogen and oxygen, and the technical challenge is to operate it regularly despite the irregular power of solar energy sources [23] . An efficient grid-connected system using electrolyze connected to the grid was presented. The proposed method using an ultra-capacitor as an additional source to help the grid provide energy to minimize overall costs [24] . An accurate PEM water electrolyze connected to Grid-connected system was modelled and evaluated. To control the energy production and supply, an efficient energy management has proposed [25] . A hybrid renewable (PV/FC/ELZ) connected to Grid-connected system has proposed. The proposed system aims to generate hydrogen gases. To control the energy demand, an efficient energy unit was proposed. The obtained results prove the effeteness and reliability of the developed approach [26] . The authors proposed a hybrid Renewable system grid-connected using Fuel Cell as a backup source to supply the electrical load based on energy management approach. Whereas, the authors proposed a predictive configuration control model using a solar system and Fuel cell grid-connected. The proposed topology has used hydrogen as energy storage for an extended period.The stored hydrogen was fed the required energy through the grid-connected PEMFC [27] . In addition, many other works have considered hydrogen as an estimated solution for many applications. For example, hydrogen provided clean energy using zero emissions and greenhouse gases instead of grid energy [28] . In fact, the hydrogen-connected grid is a promising solution for many hybrid electric vehicles [29] .
In summary, this article aims to evaluate and develop an Autonomous Hybrid System coupled to a supervisory algorithm based on a multi-agent approach. Indeed, the presented design, including photovoltaic system, which is chosen as the main power source, the Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC) is considered as a recovery source. At most, the recovery source is a nonlinear device and takes into account its slow dynamics. For this reason, the Ultra-capacitor (Ucap) is included to correct the power output of the PEMFC. The proposed configuration was intended to provide a flexible energy distribution based on the state of the system (energy surplus / deficit). To control the energy demand and to prove the reliability and efficiency of the system, an Intelligent Energy Management System (IEMS) is proposed. The presented energy management system is developed and tested using the Matlab / Simulink environment with reference to an extracted experimental meteorological database.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents an overview of Hybrid Renewable System; Section 3 gives the design of the off-Grid Renewable Hybrid system. The proposed Intelligent Energy Management System (IEMS) was described in section 4. Section 5 presents simulation results. Finally, in Section 6, conclusions are drawn.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW AND CONTRIBUTIONS
However, autonomous hybrid energy has become an attractive option to increase energy production and reduce the consumption of natural resources. Many typologies are facing distinct load demands for an autonomous hybrid power supply have been processed and discussed. For example, to cover global demands in a remote region, an autonomous polygeneration microgrid (APMC) configuration has been implemented and developed through many conditions. To supervise and control the energy demand for each microgrid unit independently, a decentralized energy management system has been developed [30] .
To solve the problem in a decentralized manner, an autonomous Hybrid Energy Storage System is developed. A high-pass filter based droop (HPFD) is included to control battery. The energy demand and supply have been controlled via a Decentralized Power Management Strategy (DPMS) [31] . The proposed configuration was validated by simulations and experiments. An autonomous hybrid power system (PV / wind) coupled to a storage system hybrid power (HESS) has been proposed. A precise statistical approach was discussed for an optimal design of HESS. The proposed Hybridization was designed to eliminate the fluctuation of power during peak periods. The results show that the reliability of the Ulta-Capacitor with respect to the battery makes it possible to regulate the energy demand and to eliminate power fluctuations during peak periods [32] . While, a Multi-Agent Decentralized-energy Management System (MAD-EMS) was developed and discussed in [33] . The proposed approach aimed to provide optimal functioning of autonomous polygeneration microgrids. The problem of energy management has been formulated through an effective application of game theory. Indeed, the implemented method was compared to that proposed. The obtained results clearly demonstrate that the game theory method provides an operational and financial advantage over the MAD-EMS approach. An autonomous hybrid configuration (PV / WT) using energy storage (battery) has been developed for isolated areas. To continuously satisfy the energy demand with a total Annual-Minimum-Cost (TAC), several heuristic algorithms like Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Simulated Annealing (SA) and Tabu-Search (TS) have been applied to a real case study [34] . An autonomous hybrid (PV/Fuel Cell) configuration system using continuous hydrogen storage was treated in [35] . Whereas, the researches focused on an Off-grid Renewable hybrid system in which the subsystem sizes are optimized [36] . Frequent start and stop methods degrade PEMFC's efficiency. Because of its flexibility and modular design, the combination of PEMFC with an Ultra-Capacitor appears to be a suitable and exciting means to solve this issue [37] . Because of its durability and efficiency, the incorporation of hydrogen in solar energy has chosen as a perfect solution. Besides, because of its many attributes (such as loss of density and power), Hydrogen (H2) is extremely adapted for periodically storage applications, such as chemical batteries, to enhance power performance [38] . The hydrogen circuit is used in many forms, especially in the industrial sector. Due to its sustainability, the integration of hydrogen with solar energy has considered an ideal solution to reach the energy requirement of different utilization. As a result, the PEMFC-based hydrogen storage system is deemed the best long-term storage [39] . An appropriate overview autonomous hybrid energy system (DG/wind/ fuel cell) has been presented in [40] . The proposed model was connected directly to a local power plant. The obtained results demonstrate that the stabilization of the system frequency compared to the speed generators, the fuel cell can offer better performance. PEMFC / ELZ is a better green and portable energy solution than batteries [41] , due to its excellent electrical efficiency and low-emission operation [42] . To increase electricity production and reduce conventional consumption natural fuels, many applications for the smart home coupled with autonomous hybrid system have been implemented. To optimize electricity supply and demand, an Intelligent Energy Management (EMS) system was developed and implemented. The implemented EMS system aimed to handle immediately and effectively the constraints. Real-Time evaluation of the energy management unit was explained and treated for an autonomous hybrid systems of domestic micro-grids in [43] . The authors in [42] propose an accurate device-based control dedicated to applying energy management in the smart home. The latter is an automated home energy-management system with appropriate algorithms. Various algorithmic approaches have been proposed, such as the genetic algorithm which is developed to optimize an integrated management of home energy resources. Indeed, the included approaches aimed to reduce energy costs and mitigate prospective user discomfort in Demand Response (DR) [43] . To handle housing appliances, a multiobjective optimization algorithm was implemented taking into account customer service quality and grid stability [44] . An adaptive approach has been presented to minimize the gap between the desired consumption profile and the expected demand profile in order to save resources and reduce peak demand. A scheduling algorithm that adapts the operations of each appliance based on pricing. A stochastic smart home and energy management model was developed and reviewed, taking into account uncertainties related to the availability of electric vehicles and small scale renewable energy [45] .
Finally, the field of resource management and storage has not been well studied. Most studies have focused on large scale systems. All of these studies have also been limited to simulations, sometimes with a high level of abstraction. As a result, their practical application becomes unclear to most engineers and researchers in the field of electricity. This paper expands the ideas of previous studies by developing an IEMS. The approach adopted has used to ensure energy demand during the peak periods. Several conditions is fixed to evaluate the system sustainability under extreme contexts, in the absence of solar energy. To reach and control energy demand, we are developing an accurate IEMS approach for home applications. This work presents several challenges related to growing the performance of a realistic autonomous hybrid system through:
-The presence of intelligent energy equipment makes it possible to control the energy balance during two year periods (winter and summer) based on a Multi-Agent strategy. -Rationalization of energy consumption depending on the purpose control of household appliances. Develop reliable algorithms that reflect system behavior in the face of critical transition situations (energy storage/energy regeneration). -In addition, the selected load profile corresponds various electrical loads installed at home (e.g., entertainment materials (TV, audio, laptop), brightness, devices (e.g., washing device, freezer, food, etc.)). We are looking to increase system production by implementing an original multi-agent power management module.
III. SUMMARY OF AN INTELLIGENT AGENTS
Several authors define the Intelligent Agents (called IA) differently [46] . For example, the authors in [47] define the IA as an autonomous agent located in a complex dynamic environment that detects that environment and acts on it, over time, in the pursuit of its own schedule. Whereas, the authors in [48] define the IA as a piece of software that operate and act based on information that collected from dynamic environment and meet the aims successfully. In addition, the type of action for meet goals might be change depending on dynamic environment change. The authors in [49] define the IA as anything that can be get information about its environment or perceive its environment by sensors and then try to select appropriate action within various actions that are available and attempt to meet the goals by acting through actuators. The IA are defined in [50] as a software that can operate and act instead of human and do some tasks automatically or remember the things which are forgotten by people or making recommendation for people and so on. In this paper, we define the IA as an Autonomous Agent (called AA). This latter becomes increasingly popular in the computer applications. In this case, the action of the AA determined by its own experience and that it is able to act without the human intervention or other systems. The ability of acting autonomously is necessary in the case where it is difficult to control directly the system's behavior. In this case, each agent decides by itself when and under which condition it will perform what actions [51] . The key property of the agents is communication with each other. Each Autonomous Agent is able to speak with a peer, with a human (Interface Agent), or with devices. Communication between agents, called languages often used are Blackboard where the agents read and write messages in a shared location, the Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language (called KQML) for exchanging information and knowledge using performatives, the Knowledge Interchange Format (called KIF) or COOL structured conversation based on KQML and used for the agents coordination [52] (see Fig. 1 ). MAS can be made up of several IAs that can operate in a dynamic environment. Indeed, agents must be well-defined and defined to resolve potential conflicts during their interactions. MAS can be classified as homogeneous agents, heterogeneous, communicating and non-communicating (see Fig. 2 ).
Although a conceptual design process for MAS is presented in this section. A basic structure of a MAS can be classified as a centralized architecture that can be created by a number of homogeneous or Non-communicating agents. This structure can be managed by a single console (master and slave) [53] such an arrangement closely reflects the traditional region [54] . Two specific classes of agents have been described: a set of agents that are equipped with increased intelligence and with a high-level communication capabilities. The central controller can be considered as a cognitive agent that can communicate with a reactive agent by managing a non-critical operation loads [55] . A distributed architecture contains several communication agents that can be managed by a single-layer control structure. To know how to operate and find its specific network, each local agent will be responsible for defining these functions. Moreover, none of the agents has reached the knowledge of the whole domain [56] . A summary of MAS architectures is given by the Table 1 .
IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE OGHRES
To guarantee uninterrupted power during peak periods, we suggest designing a stand-alone hybrid system (see Figure 3 ). The Solar Component (SC) is the main source of energy that reaches the load demand. The energy of this source sometimes passes the specifications. Thus, to maintain proper system performance, the most suitable storage element must store the entire surplus. The proposed system offers two varieties of power storage components designated by the Power Storage Component (PSC) and the Ultra-Capacitor Storage Component (UCSC). The SEC sometimes fails to meet the asked power. For this reason, the system consists of an auxiliary power source called Power Recovery Component (PRC), that designated by the fuel cell utilization. The power management and control modules have integrated to improve system operation. The objective of this module is to organize the participation of each component of the system through decisional conditions. To enhance system effectiveness and great react to fluctuations, the HS system was designed using a multi-agent system. Every component of the system has an efficient unit that is responsible for controlling its status and interacts separately with the primary agent.
Home Energy Management System (EMS) is an essential component in the direction of smarter technologies, providing better scheduling, distribution, efficiency, and deployment of the power system. The developed Multi agent unit are used to deal with both consumption and production to react appropriately to adjustments in demand. The demand for electricity, the modeling of the electrical system, and the simulation method are justified and improved. The proposed Multi-Agent System (MAS) aims to ensure collaborative coordination to increase energy stores. Indeed, MAS is considered as an autonomous model composed of different variables that together make a complex procedure of communication to improve energy consumption. Mostly, each agent can monitor the supply and demand of the machine separately. Each agent can identify the incident to respond immediately to the involved task. All officers will begin to share accountability and share experiences with other agents once an officer fails. The proposed profile is a significant parameter for managing, monitoring, and testing the performance of any system. The loading capacity is the reference energy to reduce the elements of the sizing system and to reach the required performance. The Solar Component includes many associated solar cells to provide the required voltage and current. Thus, the solar cell current has demonstrated as a function of energy. The output power of the Solar Component is subject to various variations, essentially due to fluctuations in climatic conditions.
A. AGENT SEC
The SEC agent is dedicated to controlling solar energy according to inputs parameters(solar radiation or load current). The operational control is already needed to maintain optimal solar panel performance. The regulation ensures a maximum energy tracking point. In this case, the SEC is defined by (1) as a factor used to regulate its operating state [59] .
B. AGENT ERC ERC acts as a dedicated backup system to compensate for recovered energy by transforming the hydrogen into electric power. Equation (2) presents the calculation of the differences in hydrogen consumption taking into account load variations. To confirm the proper functioning of the ERC, it is mandatory to supervise the consumed hydrogen and the required energy. For this reason, an ERC agent should be added to monitor its status to maintain its proper functioning [60] . The ESC is represented by the use of water electrolysis of the proton membrane exchange. The main role of ESC is making hydrogen gas from water molecules decomposition into hydrogen and oxygen. The ESC employs the electrical power from the SEC to generate the required hydrogen. Equation (3) describes the amount of hydrogen defined by Faraday law [61] .
C. AGENT TANK
The tank agent aimed to control the energy storage in the form of hydrogen (QPH) and provides the essential of hydrogen quantity to ERC (see (4)) [62] . 
D. AGENT ULTRA-CAPACITOR
The USC agent is a kind of energy storage unit that is dedicated to control the behavior of the ultracapcitor. Obviously, the USC has two statuses (charging and discharging corresponding to the solar energy, load respectively) [63] . To perform USC operation, a specific agent is integrated to supervise its status [64] . Certainly, the USC is prevented from overloading when the SoC USC displays the index (see (5) ).
where, V USC defines the USC voltage. The VUSCmax represents the USC maximum voltage [65] . The USC voltage (V USC ) is represented by the following (6)
The home agent should manage the load to make it a controllable energy resource. In this regard, the agent's task was to coordinate with the IEMS agent by informing him of power fluctuation cases.
F. AGENT IEMS
This agent tends to coordinate with most agents and processes the data reports as well as the status report for each agent. It extracts different states of the acquisition agent. Depending on the energy demand, the IEMS agent determines its operating mode (energy storage, energy recovery). To do this, the agent compares the charge value with the value of solar energy (SEC). the value obtained will be recovered ERC, tank agents, respectively. The ERC specifies energy demand. However, the USC beginning to react to control the power of fluctuation during peak periods. 
V. INTELLIGENT ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
To control limitations and changes, an off-grid hybrid renewable energy system is developed and designed. In this section, we sought to improve the efficiency of an independent hybrid system by studying and integrating an appropriate IEMS system. Several criteria are considered and tested according VOLUME 8, 2020 to energy production rates and hydrogen consumption. The approach taken can offer many benefits, including facilitating the modeling of complex problems; Upgrade the system maintenance; Accelerate the response to the system; improve the adaptive capacity and sustainability of the system. In this context, we have chosen a multi-agent system that can be classified as an appropriate method for intelligently controlling the transition and volatility of the system. To improve system responsiveness and control agent behavior, IEMS is implemented To model the multi-agent approach structure, the Agent-UML (AUML) language is used. we chose this language because of its UML extension (it includes the agents' specifications) and also involvesanalyzing and designing system-oriented agents. AUML state diagrams are used because they are considered the most appropriate for describing agent behaviors. This type of diagram makes it possible to take into account the competitive aspect of their activities. Agents move from one state to another according to the environmental actions or received messages. indeed, each agent modifies its behavior from one state to another, depending on the interactions produced between the agents of the system or the response time constraints associated with the transitions (Fig. 4a ). the interactions of the agent during the storage and recovery cases are verified by the AUML diagram. the proposed model shows the interactions and interactions between agents to provide the required energy. Two strategies are verified by the AUML diagram. The first strategy aims to ensure energy storage, while the second is adopted to maintain the proper functioning of the system during the peak periods (Fig. 4b) .
To meet all requirements and constraints, IEMS Off-Grid Renewable hybrid system algorithm focuses on identifying the adequate operating mode (excess power/deficit power). The coordinator agent assigns energy production according to the suitable method. All system agents provide the primary coordinate agent with their answer reports to accelerate the system response (see Fig. 5 ). Consequently, the aggregator (collector) agent begins to send a critical request message to each system agent using a reasonable activation key. MAS tends to process power generation (H2 production and USC charging) and power consumption (H2 consumption and USC discharge) (see Fig.6 ).
During the first scenario, the reservoir agent checks its internal status via the input control parameters QP (H2) and QC (H2) respectively comprising the hydrogen production rate and the flow rate of hydrogen consumed. The status of the H2 tank is therefore checked according to the following hypothezies:
- Hypothesis 1 (Hydrogen amount) : The Tank agent checks and calculates the hydrogen amount (QS (H 2 )). The verified hydrogen quantity is considered as a difference between the production and consumption of H2 quantities. Furthermore, the agent estimates the storage tank state of charge (SoC H2 ), which can provide feedback about the tank status (full, empty). -Hypothesis 2 (Tank state of charge (SOCH)): The SOCH2 is confirmed as follows: If SoCH2> SoCM assumes that the tank is full. The process of hydrogen generation is therefore delayed. In which the SOCM indicates that the tank has the most significant gas storage capacity H2. The tank factor shows that the tank is full when the hydrogen consumption implies that SoCH2<SoCMn. Consciously switching off the consumption of hydrogen. When the tank presents a minimum capacity (SoC Mn ), the storage tank will accept H2 gas from the controller or send the required H2 amount to ERC. In these cases, the system uses the USC to resolve energy storage and recovery problems. Therefore, the USC state control task can be ensured by input control parameters represented by ICH and IDH, which respectively designed USC streams for charging and discharging, respectively. Thus, the USC condition is controlled by utilizing USC in both situations to resolve issues related to both energy storage and recovery. The input control parameters represented by ICH and IDH can provide the USC control task. In general, USC capability was chosen appropriately to maintain system requirements. The suggested design was adequately verified in accordance with the below hypothesis. -Hypothesis 3 (USC State of Charge (SoC USC )): Determine the USC current (I USC ), which indicates the difference between charging and discharge rates. Calculate the state of charge of the USC (SoC USC ) that can inform about both the status of the USC (a full charge, full discharge, etc.). -Hypothesis 4 (Energy Recovery and Storage): A fully charged report was determined by the USC agent (SoCUSC > SoCmax). Therefore, the energy storage process is canceled. SoCmax displays the maximum USC capacity for electricity storage. The USC state of charge is checked as follows:
• Energy Storage: SoCmax offers the USC power storage full capacity. If SoC USC > SoC max , notifies the USC agent that it is fully charged. The energy storage process will be canceled. • Energy recovery: SoCmin provides the minimum power supply capacity. If SoC USC <SoC min notifies the USC agent that it has been dumped ultimately. The energy recovery process is canceled immediately.
VI. OVERALL SYSTEM EFFICIENCY
Global efficiency estimate is focused on a number of critical factors like input, output, energy amount, operating status. Additionally, the system performance that requires the state conditions system output. In reality, the presented IEMS is mainly responsible for the delivery of energy supply within the system and the distribution. IEMS can affect the overall efficiency fluctuation based on different distribution modes (excess or deficit) ( Figure. 4 ). Thus, system efficiency was defined as the maximum energy efficiency divided by each component's total energy efficiency (Eq.7). 
where Di = {DSEC, DESC, DERC, DUSC} is the set of decision coefficients. During deficit power case (SEC is turn on: DSEC = 1, Generate I SEC ), the USC turn-ON (DUSC = 1) cause of insufficient hydrogen amount gathered in the Tank storage VOLUME 8, 2020 (SOC H2 < SOC Mn ). Concequently, the ERC turn-OFF (DERC = 0). The efficiency is obtained by the product of solar efficiency (η G ) and USC (η USU ). During the lack of hydrogen the ESC is Turn-ON (D ESC = 1) to provide the required hydrogen amounts (D ESU = 1). The efficiency is obtained by (η 3 ). When the energy produced by ESC is equal to the energy demand by load, the efficiency is obtained by (η 1 ). During the peak period like at night, the ESC is Turn-OFF, the ERC is Turn-ON to supply the energy demand. the efficiency is obtained by (η 5 ). Since the PEMFC is a nonlinear system the USC should be active in parallel to regulate the fluctuation of the output power. The efficiency is obtained by (η 6 ). When the tank storage is empty, the ERC Turned-OFF. The USC Turn-ON to provide the required load energy demand. The efficiency is obtained by (η 7 ) (see Fig. 7 ). The fluctuating state conditions present the principal basis for identifying the system efficiencies. Therefore, according to the following truth table, the efficiency of each road can be easily calculated.
VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE TEST
The obtained results section focuses on proving the efficiency of the proposed control approach. Indeed, the presented design demonstrates the ability of the Off-Grid Renewable hybrid system to satisfy the energy demand based on accurate Mult-agent system. Matlab / Simulink environment has chosen to accomplish this purpose under several scenarios. A solar input database (radiation/temperature) from extracted from Tunisia weather is used (see Figure 8 ). Also, within four days, the regional meteorological power plant has provided the current values of the mentioned data. The power consumption profiles for each household appliances are illustrated in Figure 6 . The used Meteorological Database aimed to accomplish the simulation of the prototype by extracting real solar radiation and outdoor temperature features during summer and winter. The energy demand variations indicate the electrical consumption of each component which takes into account different household.
The IEMS approach presented was designed with a communication model to promote device tracking; order; decision and information exchange parameters to make the system more robust and efficient. Figure. 9 illustrates the off-grid Simulink Renewable model and the IEMS sequence diagram.
B. MULTI-AGENT SYSTEM BEHAVIOR: EXCESS POWER CASE
The proposed system begins to control SEC generation power base on the ICTR current, which represents the difference between energy production and demand. The control current can identify a suitable operation mode (Excess / Deficit). During excess energy mode, the SEC agent reacted to ensure the storage process ( Figure.10) . While the ESC agent established according to these appropriate conditions (SoCH2 <SoCM) and (IEX> IN). The USC agent controls its status. Additionally, it is ready to perform its tasks when it receives the activation key from the coordinator agent. The USC agent will operate in its charging mode. The total power parameters for each consumption mode is SEC Maximal Power (P max = 60); USC state of charge (SOC max = 0.87, SOC min = 0.03);
C. MULTI-AGENT SYSTEM BEHAVIOR: DEFICIT POWER CASE
During this mode, the system appears under a deficiency state that must be corrected quickly. In the meantime, secondary feeding agents prepare themselves to be operated. Thus, the ERC and USC agents The ERC is activated according to the hydrogen charge state (SoC H2 > SoC Mn and IEX> IN). The USC agent aimed to control the ERC dynamics during the transient period and cover the total deficit energy when the ERC is activated. If the system appears to be in failure, it must be processed immediately to accomplish its function. Meanwhile, ERC and USC agents are quickly started to provide their control reports to the coordinator agent. The USC governs its status to ensure optimum operation and reacts to manage against deep discharge. Figure (10/d) indicates total residual energy and housing supply issues. The USC agent is involved in adjusting the slow dynamics of ERC during the transient state or corrects the total deficit energy when ERC is allowed. The ERC is triggered through both the Hydrogen state of charge and excess control conditions (SoCH2 > SoCMn and IEX > IN). Figure 11 illustrates various system agent decisions and collaborative improvements. According to the requirements, the system provides flexibility in the transition from agent to agent. Figure 12 shows the results and conclusions taken on both the H2 reservoir and the USC system. Finally, concerning the obtained results, the studied hybrid system proves its effectiveness and its ability to manage fluctuations power to maintain its optimal performance quickly. Thus, through the application of IEMS, the independent hybrid system intelligently meets constant energy needs. The OGHRES is designed and tested via Matlab Simulink (see Fig.14) . Global efficiency, in this mode, reaches a maximum of 40%. In this mode, global efficiency exceeds 40%. Finally, figure 13 shows that each mode efficiency is up to 12%. The proposed energy management strategy succeeds to control the efficient system and to make the system very powerfully against any fluctuations to ensure energy demand.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Off-Grid Renewable Hybrid system is considered as attractive research issue to ensure comfortable electrification services to customers. In this context, Off-Grid Renewable Hybrid system combining photovoltaic system and Fuel Cell was modeled and discussed. To solve the energy demand issues and power fluctuation at night, an efficient Energy Management unit was proposed using efficient MAS. The proposed EMS aimed to control the energy demand according to various constraints and scenarios. Off-Grid
Renewable Hybrid system has intelligently controlled according to various tasks. Most tasks have verified using an experimental meteorological database. The obtained results showed the efficiency of the proposed design. The performance of the examined system was proved and verified, and it is clearly noted that the system reacts flexibly to all critical constraints through an accurate MAS. The developer control aims to maintain effective coordination between the coordinator agent and component elements. The proven reliability of advanced factors during power transmission situations. Most constraints were chosen to monitor system appliance agents. Due to system performance analysis, the overall estimated performance is reasonable considering the proposed agent system and energy demand.
The proposed design can be applied on Smart Home applications. For example, it can coordinate the home/Grid and Home/Vehicle (H2V). To do this, a smart algorithm will be proposed and implemented. In fact, Vision Commitment Unit will be seen as a real-time system that reduces the high cost and the required energy.
NOMENCLATURE
ISEC :
Solar-Current-System (A) IPH :
solar system-Photo-current (A) IS :
Saturation Current (A) Vt :
Thermodynamic voltage (C) RS :
Series-Resistance ( ) Rp :
Shunt-Resistance ( ) VSEC : Photovoltaic-Voltage (V) QCH2: H2 consumption (mol) NCell : PEMFC Cell number IERC :
PEMFC Cell Current (A) F :
Faraday coefficient (96485 C.mol-1) η FERC : PEMFC Faraday efficiency (%) QPH2 :
H2 production (mol) NC :
Electrolyzer Cell number IESC :
Electrolyzer Cell Current (A) η FESC : Electrolyzer Faraday efficiency (%) PT :
Tank pressure (Pa) PTi :
Initial tank pressure (Pa) Z : Compressor factor QH2IN :
Input H2 Gas in tank storage(mol) Di={DSEC, DESC, DERC, DUSC} : decision coefficients R :
Perfect gas coefficient (8.31 J.kg-1.K-1) TT :
Tank temperature ( • K) MH2 :
Molar mass of hydrogen (g.mol-1) VT :
Tank volume (l) VUSC :
Voltage of USC (V) IUSC :
Current of USC (A) IDHUSC : Discharge Current of USC (A) RUSC :
USC Resistance ( ) C :
USC Capacitance (F) VUSC(0) : USC Initial Voltage (V) Iexcess :
Excess power current (A) Ideficit :
Deficit power current (A) QS :
Stored hydrogen amount (mol) Qmax :
Maximum amount of stored H2 gas (mol) SOCM :
Maximum 
